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Abstract. The concept of water resources operation is expatiated and classified and the theories and 
methods with regard to water resources operation are also summarized. Research progress of water 
resources operation exists to analyse the problems and to take a look to the future of research directions in 
the field of water resources operation. In conclusion, the research on water resources operation needs a 
combination with the actual state of projects, climate change and increasing human activities, actually 
considering water resources demands and employing uniform control of water quantity and quality, which 
could ensure the sustainable utilization of water resources in China. 

1 Introduction  
As the basic resource, water resources are also a strategic 
resource for nations, which has become one of the main 
factors restricting the social and economic development 
in China [1-2]. It is well known that China is a country 
with water resources shortage, at the meantime, 
population growth and economic development is 
gradually deepening the contradiction between water 
supply and demand. In addition, a higher challenge has 
been arisen due to the uneven distribution of water 
resources and the frequent flood disasters [3-4]. How to 
alleviate the contradiction between incoming water and 
water consumption through keeping the coupling 
relationship among balance among water resource, 
society, economy and ecology deserves further research 

[5-6]. Water resources operation plays an important role in 
the sustainable of social economy, that is, the realization 
of uniform, cross-regional, multi-objective, intelligent 
operation for water resources based on the accurate 
inflow forecasting and scientific operation for water 
conservancy projects is an effective way to ensure flood 
control, water supply, water diversion and ecological 
security of basin or region. 

2 Concept and characteristics of water 
resources operation 
Water resources operation is composed of planning, 
allocation, pre-arranged operation response, that is, 
based on water resources planning and inflow 
forecasting, the water-supply strategy of water 
conservancy projects for users is developed and then, 
rationally and scientifically allocation according to river 
and lake water volume and water demands will be 
carried out[7-8]. Currently, there is not clear and unified 

concept of water resources operation. Generally 
understanding, on the premise of the safety of water 
conservancy projects operation, water resources 
operation is a control and application technology to 
make the water-supply strategy for meeting water 
demands as much as possible under the operation plans 
of water conservancy projects[9-11]. In addition, water 
resources operation is also be understood as a water 
volume allocation process by reservoir operation 
according the operation rules, in which, the operation 
rules are planned based on the operation demands and 
relevant information[12-13]. Thus, water resources 
operation can be divided into the conventional operation 
and emergency operation[14-16], that is, individually or 
simultaneously achieving the goals like flood control, 
irrigation, water supply, sand drainage, electricity 
generation and ecological protection based on the annual, 
monthly, period, week, day operation or real-time 
operation by water conservancy projects to guarantee the 
rational development and utilization for the limited water 
resources[17-18]. The conventional water resources 
operation is to complete the annual water allocation, 
projects operation and section release planning by the 
steps of water resources monitoring, water resources 
evaluation and distributed water in available forecasting. 
However, if exists drought, water pollution or flood, the 
emergency operation is needed to obtain the water 
intakes operation, reservoir or generating station, section 
release plans[19-20]. Water resources operation process is 
shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Procedure of water resources operation 

2.1 Characteristics of water resources operation 

The uneven distribution of water resources in China and 
the increasing of waste water discharge both make the 
problems of resource-type water shortage, project-type 
water shortage, water quality-type water shortage more 
and more prominent. Thus, water resources operation in 
the wet area and in the drying area respectively included 
in the water resources operation of rivers and lakes 
(reservoirs). 

(1) Water resources operation in the wet area 
The watercourse runoff of this area in dry season is 

less causing the water quality worse, so water resources 
operation in dry season deserves more attention. It is 
effective to guarantee the water-supply safety and the 
water quality up to the standard of rivers and lakes by 
operating reservoir release. While, the watercourse 
runoff of this area in flood season is larger making the 
water quality better, so the benefits among flood control, 
water supply, electricity generation and ecology can be 
maximized through the dynamic control of flood 
limitation water level of backbone reservoirs based on 
the two operation principles of “Joint Control of Water 
Quality and Volume” and “Impounding in wet season 
and supplying for dry season”. Meanwhile, it is 
important in the annual operation that the deviation of 
operation plans should be analysed in real-time and then 
adjusting timely the operation plans so as to the dynamic 
management for water resources operation[21-22]. 

(2) Water resources operation in the drying area 
Water resources in this area is small throughout the 

year, in order to ensure the efficient utilization, not only 
should water rights distribution and transfer be 
completed, but also the real-time and unified operation 
for water resources is proceeding based on the rolling 
process of forecasting, decision made, implementation, 
new forecasting, new decision made and plan revision. 
Four parts can be summarized in the real-time and 
unified operation for water resources: Macroeconomic 
regulation and control, Long and short nesting, Real-
time decision making, Rolling revision. In which, 
macroeconomic regulation and control means that 
according to the long-term operation plan, ensuring the 
rationality of annual, monthly and ten-day water 
resources operation, respectively. Long and short nesting 
is defined as the long-time operation plan can be made 

from long-term meteorological and inflow forecasting 
information, in the following, based on the long-time 
plan has been made, the short-time operation is planning 
in accordance with real-time forecasting information, 
that is, the short-time operation is nested by the long-
time operation plan. Real-time decision making means 
that forecasting rainfall and runoff, meteorological and 
soil moisture information at each period, and then, to 
make the current operation decision combined with the 
current water resources situation. Rolling revision is to 
rectify operation deviations according to the real-time 
information and historical operation decision until one 
operation period ends[23-25].  

3 Theory and methods of water 
resources operation 

On the international, the theory of water resources 
operation started from the reservoir optimal operation 
method proposed by Masse in the 1940s [26], and in the 
mid-1950s, a number of scholars carried out the 
extensive researches on reservoir optimal operation[27-28]. 
While, the researches on water resources operation in 
China stared from 1960s, the optimal allocation of water 
resources based on reservoir operation was studied, and 
a large number of flood control operation researches 
emerged in the 1980s. In general, domestic and foreign 
researches on water resource operation mainly focus on 
operation modelling and its solution, water resources 
operation under uncertainty[29]. 

3.1 Operation modelling and technique solution 

There are about 11 kinds of models involved in water 
resources operation, such as runoff simulation and 
forecast model, hydrological forecast model, reservoir 
operating model, hydrodynamic and water-quality model, 
water balance model, the Muskingum model, Multi-
source precipitation fusion model, numerical weather 
prediction model, groundwater model etc. Thus, a whole 
set of water resources operation model system is made 
up by the above-mentioned models which can provide a 
strong support for water resources operation (seen in Fig. 
2). 

 
Figure 2. Model system of water resources operation 
Water resources operation model should be used 

cooperating with solution methods. The conventional 
solution methods are the Chronological Series Method 
and the Statistical Method, that is, small and medium-
sized reservoirs are operating by runoff regulation and 
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water energy calculation based on reservoir operation 
chart and operating rules[30]. In China, Tan studied the 
optimization method for reservoir operation chart and 
the graphic method for reservoir flood control was 
improved by Jiang, which all promoted the domestic 
development of reservoir operation calculation[31-33]. 
Furthermore, in order to optimize water resources 
operating plans, a large number of optimization 
algorithm have been proposed, such as the Linear 
Programming Method, the Dynamic Programming 
Method, the Nonlinear Programming Method, the 
Decomposition and Coordination of Large System 
Method, the Heuristic Intelligent Algorithm. 

(1) Linear Programming Algorithm (LPA) 
The (LPA) proposed by Fourier in 1939 can solve 

hundreds of model variables, and some nonlinear 
programming problem can be simplified as a linear 
programming problem to solve. The LPA is often used in 
the calculation of reservoir operation model, that is, 
listing decision variables, constraint condition and 
objective functions, and after the determining of the 
feasible region described by constraint condition, the 
optimal results and values of objective functions can be 
obtained in the feasible region. In 1967, Hall proposed 
the coupling model of the LPA and the Dynamic 
Programming to study the optimal operation of 
reservoirs[34]. Windsor first used the LPA to calculate the 
joint operation of reservoir group for flood control[35]. In 
China, the linear programming model built by Wang etc. 
was successfully applied in the reservoir operation 
optimization for flood control[36]. And the LPA was 
employed to calculate the joint operation of multi- 
reservoir in parallel by Xu and Du[37-38]. Also, Yu built a 
linear programming model based on the mutual feed-
back relation between the weight of reservoir flood 
control and the net rainfall to compute the flood control 
operation of the reservoir group in the Xiao Qinghe 
Basin[39]. However, it can be seen that the LPA needs the 
linear processing for the problems of objective functions 
and constraint condition with the nonlinear 
characteristics, which limits the application scope of the 
LPA. 

(2) The Dynamic Programming Algorithm (DPA) 
The DPA can transform the complex high-

dimensional original problem into a series of simple low-
dimensional sub problems by sectional dimension 
reduction, and solving each sub-problem thus computing 
the original problem. In 1955, J.D.C.Little is the first 
researcher using the DPA to calculate reservoir optimal 
operation[40]. Following the Dynamic Programming and 
Markov Process Theory was proposed by R.A.Howard 
in 1962[41]. In addition, many researchers all used the 
DPA for the dimension reduction to study reservoir 
operation[42-44]. In China, the most representative 
research is from Li and Mei, who built the dynamic 
programming model of joint operation of reservoir group 
for flood control based on the two conditions: lower 
reaches exceed the flood control standard and flood peak 
clipping is minimum, respectively[45-46].  But, it will 
encounter the dimension disaster in real problem 
solution processes. Especially, the rapid development of 

computer technology has alleviated the dimension 
disaster problem with the improved DPA, such as the 
Incremental Dynamic Programming Method, the 
Progressive Optimization Algorithm, the Discretely 
Differential Dynamic Programming Method and the 
Successive Approximation Algorithm for Dynamic 
Programming, etc. 

(3) The Nonlinear Program Algorithm (NPA) 
In the actual issues, multiple objectives, nonlinear 

constraints and other problems need to use the NPA to 
transform the problems into linearization, and then 
through the introduction of penalty terms, the constraint 
is added into the objective function to form an 
unconstrained problem, which can be calculated by the 
Lagrangian Multiplier, the Penalty Function, the 
Obstacle Function, the Feasible Direction and the 
Approximate Algorithm, respectively. Especially, 
Chinese researcher proposed an Adversity - successive 
Linear Method to solve the nonlinear problem of joint 
operation for reservoir group. However, the disadvantage 
of the NPA is that needs to analyse complex objective 
functions and constraints thereby causing low solution 
efficiency[47]. 

(4) The Decomposition-coordination Method of 
Large Scale Systems (DCMLSS) 

As a large interconnected system, reservoir group has 
complex structure and large scale, also, the addition of 
an objective function would result in the exponential 
increasing of the system dimension, but the DCMLSS 
can solve this problem smartly[48]. The basic though of 
the DCMLSS is to decompose the large system into 
several independent and interrelated subsystems that is 
as the first level called the lower system. Each subsystem 
needs to be solved separately. Then, setting a co-
ordinating body called the superior system as the second 
level for handling the correlations among subsystems. 
On the basis of obtained extremum results of each 
subsystem, the optimal solution of the whole system can 
be computed through repeated information exchange 
between superiors and subordinated. The DCMLSS is 
commonly used in the joint operation of reservoir group 
with multiple objectives and water resources 
optimization allocation in large-scale basin[49]. The 
DCMLSS was employed to optimize reservoir operation 
in the India River Basin and the Grande Basin by 
Chaudnr and Jamshidi, respectively. Especially, Huang 
from China studied a targeted DCMLSS considering the 
difference of real-time flood control operation between 
series and parallel reservoirs, which can make the 
dimension disaster in the real-time operation of hybrid 
reservoir group effectively overcome[50-51]. 

(5) The Heuristic Intelligence Algorithm (HIA) 
Also, the system engineering theory has intensified 

combination with the rapid development of computer 
technology, thus the HIA has been unprecedented 
development. Various HIAs, such as the Genetic 
Algorithm, the Fuzzy Method, the Game Theory, the 
Storage Theory, the Queuing Theory, the Neural 
Network Algorithm, the Grey Theory Algorithm, the Ant 
Colony Algorithm, the Annealing Algorithm, the Particle 
Swarm Algorithm, the Bee Colony Algorithm, the 
combined technique of the Bee Colony Algorithm and 
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the Back-Propagation Neural Network, etc. all greatly 
enriches the studies of joint operation for reservoir 
group[52-57]. 

3.2 Water resources operation technique under 
uncertainty 

Uneven distribution of water resources, climate change, 
water demands and urbanization all have uncertainty that 
makes risks of water resources operation rising. Thus, 
how to operate water resources considering the effect of 
uncertainty is a hot and challenging research. In order to 
reduce the losses induced by the uncertainty in water 
resources operation, a lot of studies and works have been 
done by the foreign and Chinese researchers. The Two-
stage Stochastic Programming Method (TSPM) was 
employed to control the uncertainty factors with the rule 
of probability distribution by Bosch and Huang. The 
TSPM firstly supplies the one-stage variables and initial 
decision, after the beginning of water resources 
operation event, the two-stage variables and optimal 
strategy can be obtained through operation object 
function, in which the economic punishment of water 
resources operation risk is considered to minimize the 
losses of water resources operation induced by 
uncertainty[58-59]. However, The TSPM has its 
disadvantage that the probability distribution of 
uncertainty is closely related to the amount of 
information, and in fact, the amount of information is 
always slightly deficient that leads the probability 
distribution of uncertainty difficult to compute. Similarly, 
the developed TSPM based on the interval mathematics 
is rarely used because the confused artificial 
determination of the upper and lower bounds of the 
interval. 

The real revolution came in 2009 that the Interaction 
Fuzzy Method was coupled with the TSPM based on the 
interval mathematics and thus a Two-stage Interactive 
Stochastic Fuzzy Programming Method was proposed. 
This new method can eliminate the double risks from 
fuzzy bounds of the interval and artificial subjective 
consciousness, and effectively describe the uncertainty 
in an event[60]. In addition, the uncertainty in water-
supply operation system was described by the 
probability distribution and its mathematical interval, 
and then a joint water supply operation model based on 
the multiple water sources was built[61]. Also, Liu etc. 
studied the uncertainty among water supply, water 
demand, water delivery and economic benefits under 
water resources operation so as to build a Two-stage 
Stochastic Fuzzy Water Resources Operation and 
Programming Model for the computation of the water 
resources operation plans under multiple rainfall patterns 
in the Shanxi province[62]. 

4 Problems of uniform water resources 
operation in China 

China begun the research on water resources allocation 
based on reservoir operation in the 1960s, and the later 
studies mainly focused on the power generation or water 

supply operation for one basin. The comprehensive 
operation system for flood control and drought relief, 
ecological prevention, water supply has been put into 
practice in The Yellow River, the Yangtze River, the 
Black River, the Pearl River and the other main rivers. 
However, it has failed to achieve the goal of the uniform 
water resources operation in the national scale and the 
multiple basins. Therefore, the problems of uniform 
water resources operation in China have been 
summarized as follows. 

(1) Rivers water resources allocation planning. In 
addition to the main rivers, the water resources 
allocation plans of the most rivers in China have not 
been completed which makes the development of 
uniform water resources operation delayed. 

(2) Monitoring system building of rivers water 
resources. The current measure installations of water 
intaking and utilization in China are deficient. The 
layout of some parts of the monitoring station network in 
the river tributaries is unreasonable and also the 
monitoring devices are backward, which makes it 
difficult to support the uniform water resources 
operation. 

(3) The coordination between basin operation and 
regional operation. Basin operation involves the interests 
of different provinces and regions. Due to the lack of the 
consensual water resources allocation plans and the 
necessary monitoring data, the coordination is difficult. 

(4) The coordination among water utilization 
departments. The interests of different water utilization 
industries, departments and units are involved in water 
resources operation, thus the coordination needs long 
time and also is difficult. 

(5) Multiple water sources operation. The combined 
operation system of multiple water sources is large and 
complex, especially for the reasonable collocation of 
new and old projects has not yet the scientific and final 
conclusion. 

(6) Incomplete law and compensation system. The 
incomplete law and compensation system of water 
resources operation would cause the interdepartmental 
responsibility unclear, the interests and contradictions 
prominent, and the coordination difficult. Thus, irregular 
operation happens all the time driven by the interests 
from the departments. Also, the incomplete law and 
compensation system would make the relationship 
between water diversion area and beneficial area 
disharmonious. 

(7) Insufficient theory of uniform water resources 
operation. The universal water resources operation 
model is needed to build to develop the command 
system of uniform water resources operation at the 
national level. 

5 Research prospect 
Although the foreign and domestic researches have good 
development in electricity generation operation or flood 
control operation of reservoir group, water resources 
operation modelling, operation optimization algorithm, 
but these researches have not much practical application, 
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and meanwhile, climate change, increased human 
activities and basin ecological deterioration all have 
changed the situation of water resources operation. It is 
necessary to form a scientific and mature uniform 
operation theory and method of water resources, which 
can provide a broader developing prospect for water 
resources operation. Thus, the studies on water resources 
operation can be focused on the following fields. 

Ⅰ. Study on inter-basin water diversion operation. 
That is, according to operating objects’ order and 
operating rules of reservoirs (lakes) group in water 
supply area and water intake area, and making reservoirs 
(lakes) playing a full role in water resources regulation 
and storage, to improve the comprehensive benefits of 
water resources utilization and meet the demands of all 
departments. How to determine the starting standard, 
stopping condition and the corresponding water volume 
for water diversion or water supply, respectively, is the 
hot issue that needs to be focused. 

Ⅱ. Study on ecological operation of reservoirs group. 
Ecological priority has become the general plan for 
water resources operation. How to guarantee the 
ecological runoff or water volume of rivers and lakes by 
reservoir operation is the important basic work of water 
resources development and utilization, conservation, 
protection, allocation and operation. Based on the 
national conditions and water resources state, runoff 
conditions of rivers and lakes in different areas, 
ecological protection requirement, it is necessary to 
study joint operation rules of reservoirs group, which can 
provide the supports for strengthening basin water 
volume operation, ecological restoration and 
comprehensive management of a large-scale basin. 

Ⅲ. Study on joint operation between new and old 
reservoirs. With the new reservoirs coming into service, 
the capacity of water resources operation gets enhanced 
and thus the existing operation rules of reservoirs group 
may be no longer suitable for use. How to make full use 
of hydrological and storage capacity compensation 
function of new reservoirs and to ensure the existing 
operating capacities of old reservoirs simultaneously 
deserve further study. In addition, the researches on the 
joint operation between new and old reservoirs can be 
concentrated in the benefits distribution of joint 
operation, risk analysis of joint operation and joint 
operation with multiple objects considering new 
reservoirs. 

Ⅳ. Study on water resources operation based on 
ecological compensation and hydro-meteorological 
forecast. Deterministic forecasting values and its error 
distribution are employed to describe the future runoffs, 
and also ecological factors are included into the current 
reservoir operation and regional water resources 
allocation plans for multi-objective comprehensive 
operation, so as to make the nearly practical storage and 
release plans, eventually realizing the goal of rivers 
flood control and ecological restoration and improving 
the comprehensive benefits of water resources utilization. 
In the main key issues, the analysis of reservoir rainfall-
runoff forecast system and flood forecasting plans 
evaluation system, the available condition analysis of 
short-term rainfall forecast information in real-time 

forecast operation, the practical risk analysis of forecast 
operation, the criterion selection of forecast operation 
mode, the computation of ecological flow in river course, 
the determination of the total social and economic water 
consumption in basin, the selection of ecological-
operation hierarchical goals and key control nodes, and 
the macro system decomposition and coordination of 
basin ecological operation are respectively included. 
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